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The programmable height adjustment can optionally be built on the
treadmill. The hydraulic cylinders are concealed under the side covers
and ensure that the treadmill can rise about 6%. By means of different
programs to be programmed, the belt can be angled while the horse is
walking on the belt.

The speed of the belt can also be programmed.

A total of 6 programs with 10 steps each, which can be varied in time,
speed and altitude.

The treadmill will always return to the horizontal position in the event of
a power failure or the emergency stop so that the horse cannot drive
the belt.

IR trip fence

User friendly

Easy to install

Smooth side walls

Various safety features

Low maintenance

230V / 2,2Kw

Characteristics

Safety:
The Q-line® treadmills can only move in height when the motor is on. This prevents the horse from walking uncontrolled
and thus falling. If a malfunction occurs in the treadmill, the height adjustment is automatically reset and returns to the
horizontal position.

Durability:
By using high-quality industrial parts, we can guarantee a very long lifespan. Thanks to a technologically advanced
design, the belt glides almost silently and very lightly, making the Q-line® treadmills particularly energy-efficient.

Appearance:
The treadmill trainer is a well thought-out technological solution and is characterized by the flexible bottom and solid
construction. In which a running quality is obtained that is comparable to a natural soil.

Lifespan:
Q-line® treadmills are made of high-quality material. The drum motors in the treadmills are water and dust proof and are
therefore considerably less sensitive to malfunctions. Thanks to a completely galvanized construction, the Q-line®
treadmills can also be used outdoors.

Maintenance:
The treadmills require very little maintenance. Due to the technologically advanced design and the materials used, there
is virtually no wear or corrosion, which minimizes maintenance.

Quality mark:



All treadmills comply with the machine directive 2006 / 42EG and are provided with the CE mark as standard. The Q-
line® mills are also certified ex works according to the NEN 3140 and ARBO directive and therefore meet all European
safety requirements.



Specifications

Other 6% programmable

Speed 10 km / h programmable

IP rating 55
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